Algorithm-assisted elucidation of disulfide structure: application of the negative signature mass algorithm to mass-mapping the disulfide structure of the 12-cysteine transforming growth factor beta type II receptor extracellular domain.
The power of an algorithm-driven method for interpreting disulfide mass-mapping data is demonstrated in the context of determining the disulfide structure of the extracellular domain of the transforming growth factor beta type II receptor, a 14-kDa cystinyl protein containing 12 cysteines in the form of six disulfide bonds. The disulfide mass-mapping methodology is based on partial reduction and cyanylation-induced cleavage of the cystinyl protein. Because the multiplicity of possible disulfide structures that must be considered grows rapidly with the number of cysteines, as does the difficulty in physically isolating each of the partially reduced and cyanylated isoforms of the analyte, manual data interpretation for disulfide mapping a cystinyl protein containing more than eight cysteines becomes unmanageable. Recently, we introduced the concept of a "negative signature mass algorithm" (NSMA) to determine the disulfide structure of a cystinyl protein by processing an input of its amino acid sequence and mass spectral data from analysis of its associated cyanylation-induced cleavage products. Here, we present experimental results to validate the NSMA concept. A key advantage of the NSMA, in addition to convenience and automation, is its capacity to interpret mass spectra from mixtures of cyanylation-induced cleavage fragments without separating the partially reduced isoforms of the cystinyl protein and without knowledge of the extent of partial reduction.